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Abstract 
We maintain that employer associations are a specific form of employer collusion that is overt, formal and 

labour market focused which encompasses but is by no means confined to collective bargaining. We 

consider the conditions under which this form of collusion might emerge, and how it might develop.  Since 

the context is the decline of employers’ associations in collective bargaining, we look at how collective 

bargaining involvement (and its disappearance) might relate to the growth or decline of other forms of 

collusion in areas such as product and financial markets, and political influence.  Our central contention is 

that employers’ associations continue to perform an important role in helping employers set the terms of 

trade, albeit one that has adapted to the demise of sectoral bargaining. 
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1. Introduction 

The late eminent British sociologist Eric Batstone once remarked – referring to his research focus 

on establishment – level bargaining – that it was only an interesting object of study if something 

was actually going on. If we turn this insight on the study of employers’ associations, we might 

assume that, since there seems to be less collective bargaining involving employer’s associations, 

they are becoming less interesting. However, in this paper we identify a range of activities 

employers associations engage in to further business interests.  These include but are no means 

confined to collective bargaining.  We focus on employer associations as a specific form of 

employer collusion, and we ask how and why this form of collusion might emerge, and how it 

might develop.  Since the context is a focus on the decline of employers’ associations in collective 

bargaining, we look at how collective bargaining involvement (and its reduction or disappearance) 

might relate to the growth or decline of other forms of collusion; for example, is collusive 

involvement in collective bargaining a cause of the development of other forms of collusion, or a 

consequence? After all collective bargaining is not the only labour market or industrial relations 

issue with which employers’ associations have been historically concerned – apprenticeship training 

is a notable addition. 

 

The structure of the paper is as follows.  Section 2 argues that employers’ associations are a specific 

form of collusion between employers which is overt, formal and labour market focused.  We 

describe conditions under which they emerge, and how they differ from other forms of employer 

collusion.  Section Three describes ways in which employers collude in the labour market, 

distinguishing between different regimes which imply very different roles for employer 

associations. Section Four briefly examines the role employer associations play in the political 

arena in pursing employer interests.  Section Five considers the role of employer associations as 

networks in which employers learn from one another.  Section Six concludes.  

 

2. Employers’ Associations as Employer Collusion 

 

Let us begin with general remarks about the necessary conditions for employer collusion. First the 

perceived benefits of collusion on a given issue or set of issues must exceed the perceived costs, so 

that there is an incentive to take on the collective action costs of any form of collusion. Second, 

there must be an identifiable set of firms qualifying for collusive opportunities and, as corollary, 

firms who do not so qualify, that is, there needs to be some identifiable industry boundary. The 

second necessary condition is that, within this industry boundary, the collusive organisation needs 
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to be able to enforce a ‘special condition’ – namely sanctions - which include simple exclusion from 

collusive benefits, on those firms which try to free ride. Both of these necessary conditions are the 

centre of Olsen’s (1971) approach to collective action problems. 

 

Thus the two sub-disciplines that have examined employer collusion in depth – industrial 

economics and business strategy –treat the industry as an important unit of analysis. They have 

done so with the same intellectual tools but very different objectives. The dominant structure – 

conduct - performance model in industrial economics (Bain, 1956) was designed with broadly anti-

trust intentions to ensure that industries remained competitive. Porter’s (1980, 2008) later 

application of these ideas in business strategy was applied to assist incumbent firms to maximise 

rents by ensuring as little price competition as possible. In both cases, the focus was on inter-firm 

collusion within definable industry parameters as a mechanism to raise barriers to entry and, at least 

in the Porter approach, raising barriers to entry was seen as a viable means to protect revenue 

streams for all firms in a given industry; his argument is that industries vary in their long-term 

profitability and these profits may be protected through a collusive strategy by incumbents, focusing 

on supplier power, customer power, the prospects of substitute products and the threat of disruptive 

new entrants.   

 

There are different types of collusion. Many forms of firm collusion, within or between industries, 

are prohibited or constrained by competition laws or regulations in many countries in Europe; a 

good example would be overt price fixing. Employers’ associations are a discrete form of collusion 

allowed or indeed encouraged in many European countries. They are discrete in the following three 

senses; they are overt, formal, and labour market focused. We look at each in turn. 

 

Employers may collude overtly or covertly, or with a mix of the two. Covert collusion is more 

likely where the interest to collude exists, but overt collusion is illegal or faces a regulatory barrier. 

A most obvious example would be airline fares. Collusion on price fixing is often illegal, 

particularly in USA, the largest fare market, but freely available information and sophisticate load 

and price modelling systems allow price co-ordination. A second example, involving a USA-

European comparison, might be helpful. In Germany, carmakers have historically been involved in 

sectoral bargaining, but in USA the historic ‘Big Three’ could not, for regulatory reasons; for much 

of the post war period of the twentieth century, there is, by general academic consensus, a view that 

they co-ordinated wage rates and contract length covertly, perhaps by using the union, the United 

Auto Workers, as a willing participant. For example, they took turns in which firm renegotiated the 
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contract with the union first. This arrangement – to revisit the earlier point – broke down when the 

industry barriers protecting the three oligopolistic incumbents disappeared. 

 

Employers’ associations in industrial relations are forms of overt co-operation which, unlike 

operations on price, may be not only permitted but formally endorsed by governments as means of 

promoting social or economic objectives not to do with firm competitiveness. That, alone, is not 

unique, but it is distinctive. It is a form of collusion only possible where such endorsement exists 

and where the collusion cost benefit analysis comes out positive for member firms. It is 

characteristically manifest in the form of a permanent organisation with identifiable membership. 

Of course, it is likely to involve, on top of the overt collusion objectives, covert collusion as the 

permanent organisation is also in practice a network. Covert co-operation may be the basis for ‘best 

practice’ diffusion (Dobbin et al. 1993), 

as we discuss below. 

 

This leads logically to the second point, that employers’ associations are not episodic collaborations 

but formal and ostensibly permanent organisations; they do not simply, typically, assemble annually 

just for bargaining purposes but enjoy independent identity as organisational entities to which firms 

outsource specific activities, such as collective bargaining, just as they outsource in many cases 

other human resource issues such as payroll. It would be remarkable if such permanent 

organisations were single issue phenomena. They provide opportunities for channelling other 

activities. Indeed, they may originate as such. Mission drift is likely to be endemic. For example, 

they may originate in a concern to resist  foreign competition in return for which they concede to 

pursue social objectives related to the labour market. 

 

The third distinctive feature is that employers’ associations are labour market focused. In the 

industrial relations literature, there are arguably two central labour market issues. The first involves 

collusion to take labour market costs out of competition and the argument is often that this is more 

likely where labour costs are a high proportion of total costs (in which case may come close to price 

fixing). The second involves collusion to control or augment the supply of skills central to firm 

competition. However, this labour market focus sits within a range of collusive opportunities, in at 

least three other markets; all three are relevant because they are likely to have an impact on the 

probability of labour market collusion. As noted above, collusive action in these markets may be 

cumulative.  
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• Product Market Collusion. The most overt form, and the most frequently sanctioned, is price 

fixing. As we have noted, this is in many oligopolistic industries likely to be possible only 

covertly, through monitoring and networks rather than formal organisation. However, it is 

only one possible form. A widely used mechanism for raising barriers to entry relates to 

product or service standardisation, particularly through the use of safety or regulatory 

standards established by industry bodies to which new market entrants find it costly to 

comply. One such, widely used in transport industries, is to establish lengthy training 

periods to ensure key staff are safety compliant. Occupational and professional 

qualifications such as licensing as requirements to work are an extreme case.  Another is the 

establishment of minimum staffing levels for categories of staff (for example cabin crew on 

aeroplanes) that raise costs to new entrants but do not discriminate between incumbents. A 

third is the collective development of overcapacity to produce. This overcapacity allows 

incumbent firms to respond rapidly to invasion by new entrants by raising output and 

pursuing elimination pricing, perhaps pursuing further economies of scale. Put bluntly, 

concessions in collective bargaining through labour market focused collusion institutions 

such as employer associations may in fact be a reflection of a broader product market 

strategy to limit competition.  Unions will generally welcome safety improvements, 

enhanced training and minimum agreed staffing levels as trade-offs in wage bargaining, 

assisting employer attempts at wage cost control. All three of the mechanisms outlined here 

are well documented in the business strategy literature.  

• Financial Market Collusion. Firms in a given industry have a common interest in presenting 

the industry to capital markets as an attractive investment opportunity. Cutthroat, race to the 

bottom competition is likely to raise the cost of capital to all firms and lower the long- term 

profitability of the industry, since investors will price in the risk of firm failure. There is thus 

a clear collusive opportunity in presenting the industry as attractive to investors, in terms of 

long-term capital growth. In many industries, firms collude to create capital market 

reputation. This is in one sense a form of lobbying, in this case of investment analysts, but it 

involves different mechanisms, from motor and fashion shows to technology ‘fairs’. These 

are not generally conducted through a labour market focused institution, but their 

implications for such institutions are clear. Investment analysts form their buy or sell 

recommendations on the basis of a number of indicators that relate to industrial relations.  

Industry strike or turnover rates may be relevant. In service businesses, customer satisfaction 

and retention are important, often rooted in labour market issues. Where firms collectively 

feel the reputation of the industry needs to be ‘built up’ they may look to labour market 

institutions such as trade unions to deliver the relevant performance measures. 
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• Collusion in the market for Political influence. The political science literature on lobbying is 

very different from the industrial relations literature on employers’ associations, but if we 

categorise both as instances of employer collusion, we can see both the links and the extent 

to which the latter needs to deliver the requirements of the former.  In many European 

countries, industry lobbying at both national and EU level to promote the perceived interests 

of the industry is a source of considerable effort. It occurs in industries such as aerospace 

and defence, which are at EU and national level respectively almost monopolistic, and at the 

other extreme in food and beverage industries which may be local at either level, but the 

purposes of lobbying and their implications for labour market institutions have some 

consistency. In Airbus, it is important for both employer and employees that airlines buy (or 

more accurately, lease) their own airplanes, not Boeing. But this is a firm level example; in 

practice, the component manufacturers collude to lobby at industry level. Producers of 

champagne seek to localise production of vintages that can use that appellation. In both 

cases, producers seek government regulation which can protect rents which in turn can be 

shared, if necessary, through labour market institutions. In the UK recently, industry 

associations in industries such as fishing, food production and road haulage have engaged 

with governments about the consequences of Brexit for profitability, wage levels and 

employment levels. Generally, unions have assisted. 

 

The core proposition here is that it is important to see collusion in the labour market, particularly 

formal and overt collusion in the form of an employers’ association, in the context of what we will 

call here the ‘collusion climate’ of an industry, embracing labour, product, financial and political 

market considerations. There are clear links between all four but, empirically, they may be part of 

the same overall strategic story. It is probable that there is considerable variance in the ways in 

which these narratives develop. Industries differ. Countries differ. Collusion is self-reinforcing. The 

interaction patterns between modes and mechanisms of collusion is an empirical question for and 

country and industry. 

 

A couple of purely hypothetical examples may illustrate. 

 

• In industry A, employers are faced with a skill shortage which supports considerable 

employee power. They collude to deal with collective organisation by employees, 

bargaining at industry level over pay and subsequently broader terms and conditions, 

including training. They are faced with increasing competition from overseas producers with 

lower labour costs and decide to lobby government for protection. Their arguments include 
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the need to protect domestic, indeed regional, employment levels. They pursue a strategy of 

differentiation by both quality and price which places a high premium on labour skills. The 

union supports employers in these measures while vigorously negotiating on pay.  

• In industry B, employers generate large rents that cause public concern. They combine to 

lobby government arguing that they provide an essential service that supports the national 

interest. They face little internal competition but increasing competition globally. The 

national interest argument requires they avoid any situation that might interrupt supply. 

They collude to seek oligopolistic market structure. They also argue that they generate large 

numbers of full-time employees. The union supports these arguments while vigorously 

negotiating on pay. 

 

The purpose of these two hypothetical examples is to support the argument that the involvement of 

employers’ associations in collective bargaining might be the tip of the iceberg. It may represent the 

solution of a collective bargaining problem, opening up organisational opportunities for action that 

involves both employees and employer interests, ranging across the range of markets discussed 

above. Or, it may be a consequence of an attempt to resolve a strategic issue that requires the 

solution or at least control of a labour market issue. The former example is a specific iteration of the 

‘Mintzberg’ view of business strategy, in which specific forms of organisation are the consequence 

of what might crudely be described as a ‘learning curve’ utilising existing resources (Mintzberg, 

1978). The latter is an example of the ‘Porter’ view already cited in which organisational forms 

emerge as a consequence of top-down decision making and strategic planning. 

 

The examples are hypothetical, but we would argue that they have close empirical correlates. 

Industry A is a reduction of Goodman et al’s (1981) description of the development of industry 

bargaining in the UK footwear industry. The history of this industry is very long. Most firms are 

small, and increasingly they have focused on quality not price differentiation. The employers’ 

organisation historically developed price lists for suppliers of leather suppliers for components of a 

shoe, such as for a sole, heel etc to combine in the face of supplier power and list of prices for 

employees based on the assembly costs of different components. These price lists were the subject 

of negotiations between firms and employees. The employers’ association may be seen as a good 

example of a collusive approach to suppliers of both materials and labour. 

 

Industry B is a reduction of Morris’s (1986) description of  bargaining in UK retail banking. 

Historically, the industry was oligarchically dominated by four players; Lloyds, Midland, Barclays 
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and Natwest banks, all the outcome of a series of defensive mergers. Agreements between the banks 

included labour market concerns, such as one not to hire each others’ staff, but another was to 

implement the same pay increases.  But here were also common lobbying arrangements with 

government. The labour market arrangements were co-ordinated by an industry association which 

for regulatory reasons allowed the identical bargaining outcomes to be signed as company 

agreements.  This arrangement dissolved in the later 1980’s as deregulation allowed substantial 

entry of new entrants to the market.  

 

3.  Employer Collusion in the Labour Market 

 

Adam Smith viewed employer collective action to fix wages as “the natural state of things” in an 

industrialised capitalist system.  He argued employers: 

 

“are always and everywhere in a sort of tacit, but constant uniform combination, not to 

raise the wages of labour above their actual rate….[We] seldom hear of this 

combination, because it is usual and, one may say, the natural state of things, which 

nobody ever hears of” (Smith, 1776: Book 1, Chapter 8: p. 28) 

 

The extent to which these combinations are formal and overt does, however, vary across place and 

time.  Analysts identify a number of country-level typologies by which they categorise wage setting 

along dimensions such as centralization and co-ordination, but for our purposes it is instructive to 

distinguish between three scenarios: 

 

(a) circumstances in which private sector collective bargaining has always been uncommon.  The 

exemplar here is the United States;   

 

(b) continued widespread collective bargaining across large parts of Continental Europe, including 

countries like France and Austria where collective bargaining covers over 90% of all employees; 

 

(c) countries characterised by the demise of sectoral bargaining in recent decades, notably Germany 

and the UK. 

 

We discuss each in turn. 
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3.1: Informal and Covert Employer Collusion in the Absence of Collective Bargaining 

 

Recently labour economists in the United States have pointed to the widespread use of no-poaching 

and non-compete agreements, often as part of franchising arrangements as a means of reducing 

employees’ information about their labour market options and to reduce labour mobility across 

firms so as to suppress wages (Card, 2022; Krueger and Ashenfelter, 2022).  No compete 

agreements prohibit employees from moving to competitor firms for a specified period 

(Balasubramanian et al., 2022).  Card (2022) argues these agreements are quite widespread, even 

for low-waged workers, although some states have legislated to prohibit such agreements for low-

wage employees (Goldstein and Oberlander, 2021).  Krueger and Ashenfelter (2022) cite an 

example of a covenant in the McDonald’s franchise agreement which states: 

 

“franchisees shall not employ or seek to employ any person who is at the time in 

employment by McDonald’s, or any of its subsidiaries….or otherwise induce, directly 

or indirectly, such a person to leave such employment”. 

 

They note that the Washington State Attorney General is seeking to outlaw such agreements.   

 

Ashenfelter et al. (2022) document ‘no poaching’ and ‘no solicitation’ agreements at the other end 

of the labour market, namely software and animation engineers in Silicon Valley.  The agreements 

are intended to avoid bidding wars through no ‘cold calling’, notifying one another regarding 

applications for employment, and prohibiting protracted bidding.  They note that the practices 

began at Pixar and Lucasfilm but have subsequently spread to Google, Microsoft and Oracle.  

However, their legality has been challenged.  A legal challenge led to a $585m settlement and 

Google upwardly adjusting all employee pay by 10 in November 2020.  Nevertheless, the case 

“suggest(s) that the suppression of between-firm competition was successful – a validation of the 

idea that at least some labour markets are vulnerable to wage fixing” (Card, 2022: 1084). 

 

The economic rationale for the clauses in both cases is clear, as Card (2022: 1084) notes: 

 

“the popularity of no-poaching and non-compete agreements seems to confirm basic 

insights from a Burdett-Mortensen job ladder model. Since the quit rate in such models 

depends in part on the rate at which workers obtain offers at other employers, limits on 

poaching or firm-to-firm mobility will reduce quits and increase monopsonistic power” 
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These are examples of what we term covert, informal collusion on the part of employers to limit 

worker mobility and information, and thus their wage prospects. Employer associations appear to 

play little or no role in these processes. 

 

3.2: Continued and widespread collective bargaining 

 

In The Wealth of Nations Smith (1776: 27) laid out the economic rationale for employers and 

workers to come together to bargain with one another over wages, seeing this as a predisposition by 

both parties to engage in formal arrangements which determined wages: 

 

“What are the common wages of labour depends everywhere upon the contract usually 

made between those two parties, whose interests are by no means the same. The 

workmen desire to get as much, the masters to give as little as possible.  The former are 

disposed to combine in order to raise, the latter in order to lower the wages of labour”. 

 

The implicit assumption is that employers (and workers) combine to maximise their bargaining 

power - something they can do through information sharing and the coordination of their bargaining 

efforts to avoid outbidding or undercutting one another – and, as per our earlier discussion, the 

benefits of doing so outweigh the costs.  Whereas firm or workplace bargaining may accomplish 

these goals, sectoral or national bargaining can bring additional benefits if, for example, it helps 

take wages in a sector out of competition, such that firms compete on other criteria in the 

knowledge that a wage floor has been set across competitor firms.  The conditions conducive to 

such arrangements, noted earlier, can change as we shall see in the next sub-section.  Nevertheless, 

they obtain in large parts of Continental Europe such that widespread employer association 

involvement in national and sectoral collective bargaining is common (OECD, 2017).  

 

A number of countries, especially in Northern Europe, appear to favour the pattern bargaining 

offered by such arrangements as a valuable means of co-ordinating wage setting across their 

economy in a way that can facilitate adjustments to macro-shocks, maintain good quality labour 

relations, and provide a basis for Social Dialogue which is conducive to inclusive social and 

economic policy.  In many cases, employer associations work in conjunction with organized labour 

to lobby government in support of policies that are conducive to supporting sectoral and national 

bargaining, as in the case of Norwegian employer representations to government in support of tax 

subsidies to individual union membership (Barth et al., 2022). It is a system credited with delivering 
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high productivity through a wage compression system which, though creative job destruction, 

ensures the efficient allocation of productive resources (Barth et al., 2015).  

 

3.3:  The Demise of Sectoral Collective Bargaining in the UK and Germany 

 

For much of the post-War period industrial relations in Germany has been characterised by sectoral 

bargaining – a patchwork of hundreds of industry agreements at regional level across the country. 

Under the system, employers could choose sectoral bargaining, firm-level bargaining or no 

collective bargaining. They could not combine sectoral and firm-level bargaining. Most chose 

sectoral bargaining. At present, around one-half of workers are covered by sectoral agreements, 

another quarter are employed in firms that shadow sectoral agreements, and one-in-ten are covered 

by firm level agreements (Addison et al., 2017).  But the system is in steep decline.  It remains 

unclear as to why but Schnabel et al. (2006: 173) cite globalisation and other competitive pressures 

when arguing: 

 

“the transaction-cost advantage of centralized arrangements decreases in favour of 

informational and flexibility advantages of decentralized regulation”. 

 

A similar demise occurred in the UK a few decades earlier, but analyses of micro-workplace 

level data provided few insights into why sectoral bargaining declined in both countries, and 

why it occurred first in the UK (Addison et al., 2013).   

 

The demise in sectoral bargaining in Germany is particularly surprising in a number of ways.  

First, the decline in sectoral bargaining is driven by employers exiting sectoral bargaining - 

not a reduction in entry rates driven among new employers, as was the case in the UK.  Thus, 

employers engage in quite substantial transaction costs as they jettison one system for another 

(Addison et al., 2013).  Second, they have opportunities whilst members of sectoral 

bargaining arrangements, to trigger derogations permitting departures from collectively 

agreed rates for financial and other reasons. These ‘opening clauses’ and ‘pacts for 

employment’ offered flexibility within the system, yet these have done little to stem the exit 

rate from sectoral bargaining. Third, they are leaving for a non-union regime, one without 

collective bargaining, rather than opting for firm-level collective bargaining which would 

have been a half-way house.  Fourth, on leaving, employers are required to shadow 

collectively bargained rates for a few years, precluding them from immediately downwardly 

adjusting their pay rates.  The implication is that the advantages of co-ordinated collective 
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bargaining previously available under sectoral agreements, and discussed by Traxler and 

Brandl (2009) and others, are no longer perceived to be large enough to offset the costs.  

 

One possible reason for the demise of sectoral bargaining, floated by Willman et al. (2020) in 

the context of the UK, is the possibility that the credibility of trade unions as partners in wage 

setting was undermined by declining union density.  In aggregating members’ preferences (as 

one would expect under a median voter model) they were delivering the preferences of an 

increasingly unrepresentative sub-sample of all workers, making it harder for employers to 

depend upon signals from unions.  But another – as yet untested in the literature – is that 

employers are returning to competition through wage setting, rather than leaving wages out of 

competition.  This might occur, for example, where more productive firms remain within the 

sectoral bargaining system, and thus gain prominence in employer associations aggregating 

employer wage setting preferences.  In these circumstances, sectoral bargaining may deliver 

wage increases which the smaller, less productive firms may be unable to afford, whereupon 

they may leave the covered sector.  A third proposition is that employer organizations are 

more embedded in Ghent countries, France and Scandinavian countries, in a way that helps 

facilitate sectoral bargaining in those countries, whereas this embeddedness is less apparent in 

the UK and Germany. 

 

4.  Employer Associations and Collusion in the Market for Political Influence 

 

Broadly speaking there are three scenarios social scientists have in mind when they think of 

the conditions under which wages are determined.  The first is the scenario in which wages 

are set at the intersection of the demand and supply of labour in the market-place, such that 

employers are wage-takers rather than wage setters.  Although neo-classical economists 

consider this to be a reasonable approximation to wage setting in large parts of the economy it 

is a scenario that has come under increasing scrutiny, particularly in economics, with the 

growing recognition that employers have wage setting power in a many circumstances due to 

labour market frictions (Card, 2022). 

 

The second scenario is collective bargaining with trade unions.  This marks a major departure 

from market-based wage setting but, as noted above, it is in decline in many countries.  The 

third scenario is that in which the State plays either a direct role – as in the case of setting 

statutory minimum wages – or an indirect role, such as in the case of public sector workers 

where the State as employer devises means by which wages will be set. The State’s role as 
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regulator has come to the fore, in part due to the demise of collective bargaining, but also 

because the labour market has not delivered wage growth at the bottom end of the distribution 

in recent years, leaving this job to those setting statutory minimum wages. 

 

Employer associations often play a key role in the setting of statutory minima, lobbying 

government directly on issues such as what might constitute a reasonable increase in the 

minimum wage or the coverage of statutory minima.  In countries such as the UK employers 

submit evidence to the body advising government on uprating the minima (in the case of the 

UK, the Low Pay Commission).  They also lobby government when it is proposing changes to 

legislation, oftentimes supporting minima that government is intent on de-recognising.  For 

example, when Margaret Thatcher’s government issued a white paper proposing the abolition 

of works councils which set minimum wages for 2.5 million workers across 26 industries in 

the late 1980s, the majority of employer associations supported their retention.  Most 

represented small and medium-sized firms who favoured their retention to help them navigate 

wage setting in the absence of clear knowledge or information regarding what constituted a 

‘going rate’ (Bryson, 1989).  In essence, small employers were contracting out the job of 

human resource management to the State because they were unable to meet the fixed costs of 

wage setting apparatus in-house. In the event employers lost that battle: wages councils were 

abolished in 1993.  However, it was only six years later when employers faced the UK’s first 

national statutory national minimum wage, providing certainty again as to what the wage 

floor would be for low-paid workers in Britain.   

 

More broadly, employer associations perform a key role representing the interests of their 

employer members to government when government regulations affect the operation of labour 

markets.  A good example, covered in two earlier special issues of the British Journal of 

Industrial Relations (Bryson and Kleiner, 2019), are the sub-national rules governing 

occupational licensing in the United States and in Europe.  Employer associations often make 

representations to government supporting or extending the licensing requirements governing 

the rights to practice across a wide range of occupations.  In doing so they are representing 

incumbent firms by raising the costs of entry to new employers, thus benefiting incumbents 

who may accrue rents accordingly.  They often oppose inclusion of sunset clauses for the 

same reason.  
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5.  Employer Associations As Networks 

 

In optimising their production, distribution and sales systems firms can learn from one 

another.  Learning from each other about the potential benefits of a new technology is central 

to the epidemic approach to technology adoption (Geroski, 2000).  One such technology is 

human resource management (HRM).  The work of Bloom and Van Reenen (2007) indicates 

broadly linear returns to the intensive use of cutting edge management practices in terms of 

productivity, a finding that holds across a range of countries and industries, suggesting 

universality in their application.  This raises a thorny issue: why are these practices not 

diffused more widely within and across firms?  It is possible that there is more heterogeneity 

in returns to investments in HRM than we think, implying the net returns are not so obvious in 

some firms.  Alternatively, managers may lack knowledge as to which practices are 

appropriate in their case, and how to implement them. Another possibility is that managers do 

know the practices they should be implementing, but they face barriers to doing so, such as 

union hold up problems, poor quality management, or a lack of skilled labour needed to 

complement the new HRM investments. 

 

However, there is empirical evidence to suggest that information asymmetries are part of the 

problem of uneven adoption, and that employer associations are part of the solution.  As 

information networks they can help solve the information problems facing employers when 

investing in HRM.  If one thinks of HRM as having an experiential component, and firms can 

signal the quality of a technology to one another though their adoption (Bikhchandani et al., 

1992), information sharing among members of employer associations can offer improved 

information on the net returns to those investments.  The information can identify 

heterogeneity in returns, and thus what might work for which employer and when.  And the 

information may help identify the complementary practices required to achieve the right 

‘bundle’ of management practices required to improve firm performance.   

 

There are two other ways in which employer associations may encourage the adoption of 

productivity-enhancing management practices.  First, if HRM is a network good, increasing 

the adoption rate has the advantage of increasing returns to adoption.  Second, employer 

associations can lobby government for policy changes that might lower the costs of adoption, 

for example through tax breaks, such as those available in some countries for the adoption of 

all-employee share ownership plans (ESOPs). 
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There is emerging evidence from both the UK and France that employer associations do 

indeed operate as information networks propagating information about the value of adopting 

productivity enhancing management practices.  For the UK, Bryson et al. (2007) showed that 

the adoption of what they termed ‘high-commitment human resource management practices’ 

was an increasing function of the number of employer association affiliations the workplace 

had.  The finding held conditioning on other potential confounders.  Marsden and Belfield 

(2010) found similar evidence that local employer networks in France helped propagate the 

use of performance pay schemes through joint learning about the operation and development 

of incentive pay schemes. 

 

Extending this small literature, Forth et al. (2019) undertake a comparative study for Britain 

and France and show that in both countries membership of employer networks including 

employer associations lead to knowledge sharing and are linked to increased HRM take-up.  

The authors maintain that more extensive networks in France explain, in part, the greater 

dispersion of HRM practices beyond the capital when compared to the UK.  

 

This strand of the literature on the role of employer associations points to a somewhat distinct 

role for employer associations, one that is not easily contained within the concept of 

‘collusion’.  Instead, employer associations operate as networks for information provision 

which can inform firm behaviours as they make choices about how to organize themselves.  It 

is a role that they have always undertaken, but it is one that is only now receiving attention in 

the literature.  They are not the only networks that are important in this regard.  Others exist 

within multi-site firms, across the public sector, and consultancies can also offer information 

relevant to practice adoption (Giorcelli, 2021).  Nevertheless, the literature suggests they are 

one of a number of networks capable of facilitating the spread of experience goods such as 

HRM practices. 

 

6.  Conclusion 

 

In this paper we argue that that employer associations are a specific form of employer 

collusion that is overt, formal and labour market focused which encompasses but is by no 

means confined to collective bargaining.  It is often assumed that this role is primarily about 

keeping labour costs down in the face of organized labour.  This is still a potentially important 

role particularly where organized labour remains strong.  But it is not the only – or indeed, in 

many countries – the main role they perform today.  
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Sectoral collective bargaining is a key role played by employer associations when organized 

labour is strong.  In some countries, this is no longer the case, while in others it was never the 

case, yet employer associations remain important economic actors.  Where sectoral bargaining 

has ceased to be a key activity – in part due to the demise of organized labour – employers 

associations have diverted their efforts elsewhere.   

 

We consider the conditions under which this form of collusion might emerge, and how it 

might develop.  We look at how collective bargaining involvement (and its disappearance) 

might relate to the growth or decline of other forms of collusion in areas such as product and 

financial markets, and political influence.   

 

Our central contention is that employers’ associations continue to perform an important role 

in helping employers set the terms of trade, albeit one that has adapted to the demise of 

sectoral bargaining. Collective bargaining involvement by such organisations is simply one 

labour market indicator of the more general set of labour, product, financial and political 

market activities in which they engage. So, the significance of the temporary or permanent 

disappearance or reduction of collective bargaining involvement by such organisations, 

though significant in its own terms, may be best understood as part of the more general 

collusion pattern. To assume that the disappearance of collective bargaining involvement at 

any point in time is of wider significance for the future of employer associations is to deduce 

the general from the particular. Put another way, it is quite possibly sampling on the 

dependent variable. 
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